
Canskate Program

Information session



Who is that program for?
For beginners of all ages, children or adults, as well as for 
those wishing to improve their basic skills whether their 
focus be for figure skating, hockey, speed skating or just 

skating for fun.



Some examples- The Best Results

Tessa Virtue & Scott Moir, Olympic and World ice dance champions.
Patrick Chan, Olympic medalist and World men’s figure skating champion.

Ivanie Blondin, Olympic and World long track speed skater.
Matt Duchene, NHL Colorado Avalanche and Olympic hockey team gold 

medallist.
Jeff Skinner, NHL Carolina Hurricanes, NHL Rookie of the Year and former 

Canadian juvenile men’s figure skating medallist.

And much more …



Who teaches it?

NCCP-trained professional coaches, assisted by trained 
program assistants.



What do you need to participate?
All you need are skates, a CSA-approved hockey helmet, long 

pants, mittens and a warm sweater. Dress in layers – it will 
get warm!



What can you expect?

Action, movement and fun! 
Lessons are given in a group format with a coach and 

and assitant for each group. 
Skaters progress at their own rate and coaches make 

sessions active using teaching aids, upbeat music and a 
wide variety of activities that create a motivational 

environment and promote learning. 
Badges, ribbons and other incentives are used to 

benchmark skaters’ progress and reward effort and 
participation



The steps in the program

Agility

Control

Balance



The development program

Additional sessions for the child who have pass badge 3 and 
are 8 years or less

1 time per week in group

Participate to at least 1 competition
(The fees for the first competition are paid by the club) 



What is after Canskate….
Star Program

•Free Style
•Dance
•Hability
•Interpretation

•Course given by a private coach
•Alone or in small groups
•Lots of choice in ice time – see website – cpadorvalfsc.org
•Separate fees for the ice and coach

Choice to progress in 
levels only or to 

participate in Invitational
or regional competition



It is also possible to….

Synchronized skating
•Work in team
•Competition

Competitive skating
•Higher skills level
•Often in Sport étude
•Regional, provincial, canadian or
• International level!!!!



Questions?


